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Reference Bureau airtel 3/17/66 to Miami

On April 4 1966 AgS who is.per
pally acquainted with HERMINIO DIAZ advised that

March 31 1966 he talked to DIAZ in Miami At

that time DIAZ indicated he had not yet left the

Miami area on any mission to Cuba but that he

still has plans along that line however he did

not disclose any specific date of departure to MM

S

D
.Z

then remarked that ORLANDO BOSCH AVILA
itad 3 the,Aovimiento
Revolucionaria (AIRR) was making plans to sink a

snip DIAZ expressed opposition to this plan

stating that such action would hurt all organizations
which are trying to do something in Cuba as it would

out -:he U.S government in an awkward position and

it .'Id have to take action against all of the Cuban

organzations
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For the information of the Bureau,
has a ed

HEWO

DI Z is responsible for

of M i Ste This occurred a-number

aao while MM

er

1.. 105-7C75

DIAZ indicated his cen 7)lans relatedto

ectivities inside Cuba ant that he is not intereeted

ae heyin echhe sia::e he _i S al he needs

S was serving in the Cuban

(while still an active i oay!-nt AS

Of thi =ice) at which time DIAZ notified NZ1 S he was Co
ca be .iced up and arrested on the following on a

cherva 3f counterrevolutionary activities NM S

went into hiding immediately and on the following day
Cuban investigators came to his residence in Havana

seeklg him After remaining in hiding several months

S escaped to the U.S

le is felt that an interview at this particular
eime 3:f 1=1NIO DIAZ by this office might possibly

c-c?ernice the security of and at the same time

woa.ld aocoaplish little specific results concerning the

i=ejiate plans of DIAZ who is believed unlikely to

civulge information which might thwart his own plans

has been instructed to continue to

aintain zontec with D1AZ whenever possible in an

eeceapc ea obtain more specific facts The Miami Office

will keep the Bureau advised of any further pertinent

evelopments




